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Education

At-a-Glance

Consistent, Convenient,
Cost Effective
With budgets tightly constrained, your organization
may be like many others that are looking for
cost effective ways to train employees without
sacrificing learning quality. You can minimize
training costs and maximize learning results
with Infor Education Subscriptions— training in
a self-paced learning environment. Best of all,
this training service is delivered online from the
convenience of your desktop, reducing the need
to travel and spend time away from the office. For
a low annual fee, your team will receive unlimited
access to all courses included in the subscription.

Benefits
Infor’s self-paced eLearning courses supplement
the classroom experience. We provide online
courses you can access from your desktop
anytime, anywherem reducing your cost of travel.

Subscription Pricing
Tiered pricing makes our online subscription
libraries affordable for any size organization,
whether you have just a few users or thousands
who could benefit from on-demand performance
support. Subscription courses are licensed on
a named user basis. A ‘named user’ is an individual
authorized to access the course content at any
given time and is not transferable.

Offer training anytime,
anywhere – allowing

Eliminate travel
expenses, instructor

Develop functionally
sound, proficient users via

employees to participate
whenever it fits into
their personal and
work schedules

fees, and other costs
related to conventional
classroom training

courses focused on specific
business needs

Consistently deliver
the same experience to all
users – nothing is lost or
altered in knowledge transfer

For more information about courses and how to register, please contact:
•	For Americas: EducationAmericas@infor.com
•

For Europe, the Middle East and Africa: EducationEMEA@infor.com

•

For Asia Pacific: EducationAPAC@infor.com

Subscription Content

The subscription includes three types of eLearning - courses,
simulations and recordings.
Courses

Simulations

Recordings

Features

Formal course where you learn
new concepts, theories and
processes via our self-paced
eLearning

Step-by-step instruction
on how to do common
processes across the
application

Overview or instructional
sessions recorded by
subject-matter experts

Benefits

Provides a solid conceptual
foundation combining
functionality overviews with
demonstrations of
key functions

Provides risk-free practice on
“how to” use the application
to complete typical workflows;
builds confident, self-reliant
users

Provides a high-level
introduction of a module,
component or unique topic.
A quick way to get an
overview of a new version.

Interactive, multimedia courses
delivered via a web browser;
available in “see it” and “try it”
modes

Recorded presentation
delivered via a web browser.

Delivery

Interactive, multimedia courses
delivered via a web browser
interface that may include
audio, animated graphics,
demonstrations and practice
exercises
Targeted to the entire team

Targeted to users who work
with the application daily
and require a thorough
understanding of key
business processes

Targeted to the entire team.

Audience

Infor Campus Card
Buying training has never been easier than with our Infor Campus Card!
The card offers training dollars in bulk at tiered volume discounts, which saves you money and reduces
the time and cost of separate budget approvals, purchase orders, and expense reimbursements.
The card offers several ways to train including – public classes, Education subscriptions and onsite
training. Infor tracks the usage and will report the dollars utilized and remaining balance.
The Infor Campus Card the best option for a convenient, flexible and cost-effective way to decide
how and when to spend your training dollars.
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Financials and Supply Management
Enterprise Financial Management
Course Name

Description

Lawson: Enterprise Financial
Management Overview

Learn about the applications that comprise Infor Lawson Enterprise Financial
Management.

0.25

Lawson: Balancing Month End
Overview

Learn the procedures for balancing your month-end financials in Lawson
General Ledger.

0.75

Lawson: Closing Lawson Subsystems and the General
Ledger Foundation

Upon completion of this course, you will learn about the closing order of the
Lawson sub-systems prior to period close of the General Ledger.

0.75

Lawson: Processing General
Ledger Year-end Procedures
Introduction

Attendees will explore the year-end closing considerations in General Ledger.

0.5

Lawson: Setting Up
Encumbrances, Commitments
and Budget Editing in GL

This course explains the use of commitments, encumbrance accounting, and
budget editing within the Lawson General Ledger and General Ledger Budgeting
applications.

0.75

Lawson: Using Asset Templates
and Combine Codes

During this lesson, you will learn how templates and combine codes can be used
to simplify the process of creating assets.

1

Lawson: Using Flip Allocations
in General Ledger

This course provides an overview of creating flip allocations and compute
statements in Lawson General Ledger.

0.5

Lawson: Using Attribute Matrix
with General Ledger

This course provides an overview of how Attribute Matrix is used with General
Ledger to increase reporting and inquiry capabilities.

0.5

Lawson: General Ledger
Allocations Introduction

This course explains how to create allocations and automatically dispense posted
balances between accounts in the General Ledger and Budgeting applications.

0.5

Lawson: General Ledger
Budgeting Introduction

General Ledger Budgeting Introduction is a 45-minute course that introduces
creating, reporting, and maintaining a General Ledger budget.

0.75

Lawson: General Ledger
Rebuilds Introduction

General Ledger Rebuilds is a half-hour course for Consultants (Application,
Support, Technical). Attendees will learn to recognize when the rebuilds are
necessary and how to effectively use the rebuild programs.

0.5

Lawson: General Ledger Setup

This course explains what take place during the General Ledger transaction
processing cycle, from entry and interface to posting and period close.

0.75

Lawson: Cash Ledger - Basics

Explore the cash ledger functionality to process cash ledger cycle.

0.5

Lawson: Creating Custom
Transaction Reports in General
Ledger

This course explains the reporting tools that you can use to create customized
General Ledger transaction reports.

0.5

Lawson: Financial Report Writer
Introduction

In this course, you will learn how to set up and use the financial Report Writer to
create a report.

0.5

Lawson: Using a Report Writer
Report as a Crystal Data Source

This course demonstrates how to use a General Ledger Report Writer report as a
data source for a Crystal report.

Lawson: AP Invoice Automation
Highlights

Lawson: Administering AP
Invoice Automation See it, Try it

Learn how Infor Lawson AP Invoice Automation benefits organizations by helping
to simplify invoice review and approval and reduce processing costs while
providing faster access to more complete information about invoices and their
dispensation.
This collection of 14 simulations provides an opportunity to try your hand at
creating, submitting, and approving invoices, as well as learning about invoice
routing rules. These simulations are for Lawson AP Invoice Automation version
10.1.1 and all previous versions. Users who require more in-depth learning can
register for the instructor-led training course, Lawson: Administering AP Invoice
Automation.

Hours

1

0.25

1.25

Lawson: Administering and
Processing Cash and Treasury
Management - See it, Try it

This collection of 5 simulations covers setup and processing tasks for Infor Lawson
Cash and Treasury Management. These simulations for are version 10. Users who
require more in-depth learning can register for the instructor-led training course,
Lawson: Administering and Processing Cash and Treasury Management.

0.5

Lawson: Accounts Payable Tax
Introduction

Attendees will view a Tax Overview for Accounts payable, focusing on the basic
concepts relating to entering taxable accounts payable invoices.

0.5

Lawson: Processing Accounts
Payable Invoices

This collection of 9 simulations covers information on Infor Lawson Accounts
Payable. The simulations review setting up codes and vendors, as well as
entering, releasing and maintaining invoices. These simulations are for version 10.
x and all previous versions. Users who require more in-depth learning can register
for the instructor-led training course, Lawson: Using Accounts Payable.
This course demonstrates how to optimize Accounts Payable setup and streamline
day-to-day processing.

Lawson: Processing Accounts
Payable Payments

This course explains how to use Accounts Payable to generate payment and
complete each phase of Cash Payment Cycle.

0.5

Lawson: Making AP Payments
with an Electronic File or ACH
Tape

AP Payments Made Via an Electronic File or ACH Tape is a 90-minute course for
Lawson customers and partners who work with Lawson Accounts Payable
Applications. Attendees will learn how to set up and run payment cycles in order
to create these Electronic Files or ACH Tapes.

1.5

Lawson: Stale Dating and
Escheatment of an Accounts
Payable Check

Stale Dating and Escheatment of an Accounts Payable Check is a 15-minute
course for Accounting Managers, Accounts Payable Supervisor, and Accounts
Payable Specialists. Attendees will learn how to process accounts payable checks
for stale dating and escheatment.

0.25

Lawson: Configuring and
Administering Close
Management - See it, Try it

This collection of 4 simulations covers foundational instruction on Infor Lawson
Close Management. The simulations review how to create, schedule, and manage
period end close activities. These simulations are for version 10. Users who
require more in-depth learning can register for the instructor-led training course,
Lawson: Configuring and Administering Close Management.

0.5

Lawson: Project and Activity
Accounting to General Ledger
Differences

Attendees will learn how to recognize similarities and differences between Project
Accounting (AC) and General Ledger (GL).

0.5

Lawson: Using Project and
Activity Accounting

This course provides an overview of the setup requirements to define activity
structure for Project and Activity Accounting.

Lawson: Using Accounts
Payable - See it, Try it

Lawson: Using Project
Accounting - See it, Try it

Lawson: Capitalizing Assets
Using Project and Activity
Accounting

This collection of 7 simulations covers information and practice needed to perform
Project Accounting functions, such as defining activities and activity budgets, as
well as audit tracking. These simulations are for version 10. x and all previous
versions. Users who require more in-depth learning can register for the instructorled training course, Lawson: Using Project Accounting.
Capitalizing Assets Using Project and Activity Accounting is a 75-minute course for
Accounting Managers, Accountants, Senior Accountants Asset Accounts, Project
Managers, and System Analysts. Attendees will learn how to capitalize a project or
a piece of equipment using the Project Accounting module.

0.75

0.5

1

0.75

1.25

Lawson: Setting Up and
Processing Billing

Setting Up and Processing Billing is a 1-hour course that describes the process of
setting up billing parameters as well as going through processing method for your
project.

1

Lawson: Infor Lawson Mobile
Financials at Your Fingertips

Infor Lawson Mobile Financials helps finance and accounting staff quickly research
and get status on account balances, invoices, and payments through their mobile
devices. Designed specifically to work with Infor Lawson Financials, the mobile
application allows users to review and approve invoices in Accounts Payable,
review open customer invoices and related payments, and also look up and
review customer details and history. Mobile Financials allows users on-demand
access to financial information with mobile convenience.

0.25

Supply Chain Management
Course Name

Description

Lawson: Supply Chain
Management Overview

Learn about the modules and supporting applications in Lawson's Supply Chain
Management Suite.

Lawson: Using Contract
Management - See it, Try it
Lawson: Setting Up Contract
and Revenue Recognition

This collection of 36 simulations covers the core functionality of the Contract
Management application, including integration considerations and procurement
process practices. These simulations are for version 10.x and all previous
versions. Users who require more in-depth learning can register for the instructorled training course, Lawson: Using Contract Management.
Review how to set up contracts and revenue recognition using Lawson's Billing
and Revenue Management software, part of the Lawson Financials Suite.

Hours
0.5

3

1

Lawson: Implementing the
Bidding Process

Implementing the Bidding Process is a two-hour on-demand course for supply
chain and procurement professionals and managers. Attendees will learn about
the applications and capabilities of the Infor Lawson Supply Chain Management
suite, the bidding business process, and how the applications facilitate this
process.

Lawson: Using Bid Processing

This course focuses on creating bid requests, processing and analyzing the
vendor responses to those bid requests, and creating contract or catalog records
for the selected vendor.

0.5

Lawson: Vendor Agreement
Introduction

Vendor Agreement Introduction covers different types of vendor agreements,
their purpose, and the functionality available for managing them.

0.75

Lawson: Using Units of Measure
for Procurement

In this course, you'll learn how to set up units of measure and you'll also review
the various processing considerations regarding units of measure.

0.5

Lawson: Processing Bids

Processing Bids is a 21-minute recorded presentation that outlines the process of
bid processing.

0.5

Lawson: Procurement
Transactions Impact on General
Ledger

Procurement Transactions Impact on General Ledger is a 15-minute, two-part
presentation on Procurement Transaction impact on General Ledger.

0.25

Lawson: Using Fax Integrator

Using Fax Integrator is a 1-hour course for Consultants (Application, IS, Support)
and System Administrators. Attendees will explore prerequisites, installation and
setup of the Fax Integrator product.

Lawson: Invoice Matching
Introduction

This course provides a high-level overview of concepts related to the Lawson
Invoice Matching application.

0.25

Lawson: Entering and Matching
Invoices Foundation

In this course, you will learn to describe the basic invoice matching concepts and
procedures related to entering and matching invoices.

0.5

Lawson: Using Smart
Notification for Invoice Matching

In this course, Application, Business, and Support Consultants will receive a highlevel overview of the notifications available in the Payables Solution Pack.

0.5

Lawson: Purchase Orders
Introduction

Learn about the different ways to create purchase orders and follow a PO through
issuing, receipt, and release. You will learn about additional receiving features, as
well as reporting and inquiry tools.

0.5

Lawson: Using Requisitions See it, Try it

Lawson: Processing Par Cart
Lawson: Using Point of Use in
Clinical Departments

This collection of 11 simulations covers Lawson Requisitions features and set-up
processes for effectively managing your organization’s requisition activities. The
simulations review defining, processing, and maintaining requisitions. These
simulations are for version 10.x and all previous versions. Users who require more
in-depth learning can register for the instructor-led training course, Lawson: Using
Requisitions.
This course is about par replenishment processing. Attendees will learn how to
create, process, and maintain cart, par locations.
This course covers the utilization of Point of Use for managing inventory in clinical
departments. This training is for version(s): Lawson Point of Use 10.1.4.0 and all
previous versions.

2

1

1

0.5
1

Lawson: Using Point of Use in
Nursing and Patient Care Areas

This course covers the utilization of Point of Use for managing inventory and
capturing charges in nursing and patient care areas. This training is for version(s):
Lawson Point of Use 10.1.5.0 and previous versions.

Lawson: Maximizing
Performance in Mobile Supply
Chain Management

This course provides information on configuring the product and the related
applications to maximize stability, operational responsiveness, and resource
efficiency of the MSCM/SIM/POU Products.

0.5

Lawson: Maintaining Mobile
Supply Chain Management

Maintaining Mobile Supply Chain Management is a 45-minute course for
Consultants (Application, Support, and Technical), Implementation Managers, and
System Administrators. Attendees will learn how to administer the Mobile Supply
Chain Management (MSCM) System.

0.75

Lawson: Mobile Par and Cycle
Count - Introduction

Mobile Par and Cycle Count - Introduction is a 1-hour course that explains setup
and processing using the feature of Par Counting, Cycle Counting, and Pick for
Par.

Lawson: Receiving and Delivery
Introduction

Receiving and Delivery Introduction provides a half-hour overview of the
Receiving and Delivery solution.

Lawson: Fast and Convenient
with Infor Lawson Mobile Assets
Lawson: Using Infor Lawson
Mobile Inventory
Lawson: Using Infor Lawson
Mobile Requisitions

Learn how to use Infor Lawson Mobile Assets to look up assets, perform
inventory, and update asset information through mobile devices. Key features
include mapping locations and barcode scanning for easier inventory
management and higher accuracy.
Learn how to look up and update inventory information through a mobile device.
Key features include determining item availability, reviewing locations and seeing
items with balance availability, reviewing and adjusting a replenishment
worksheet, and reviewing and updating par levels for a location.
Through demonstrations, learn how to create requisitions, view status, and
receive shipments through an interface to Lawson Procurement applications on
mobile devices.

1

1
0.5

0.25

0.25

0.25

Human Capital Management
Global Human Resources
Course Name

Description

Hours

Infor: Human Capital
Management Overview

In this course, you will learn about the applications that comprise Infor: Human
Capital Management and their purpose.

0.25

Global HR: Introduction

This course introduces the Infor Global Human Resources system and briefly
explores Global HR and Talent Management applications. It is the first in a series
of Global HR e-learning courses.

0.5

Global HR: Components
Overview

This course introduces the Global HR Components that are used to set up both
Global HR applications and Talent Management applications. It explores how
these components enable the integration of data among applications. It is the
second in a series of Global HR e-learning courses.

0.5

Global HR: Global HR
Applications

This course provides an overview of the set up requirements and processes
associated with the seven Global HR applications. Learners can select which of
these applications they want to explore. It is the third in a series of Global HR elearning courses.

1

Global HR: Setup Decisions
Overview

This course explores the decisions that need to be made when setting up Global
HR. The impacts of various decisions are explored, including setting up the
organization, selecting a system of record, setting up security roles, selecting a
budgeting process, setting up jobs, positions, and work assignments, and defining
email notifications. It is the fourth in a series of Global HR e-learning courses.

0.5

Global HR: Configurations
Overview

This course explores configurable features within Global HR. After contrasting the
differences among configurations, customizations, and personalizations, it focuses
on organization configurations, such as enabling applications, organization

0.5

features, and work-assignment synchronization. It also addresses countryconfigurable fields. It is the fifth in a series of Global HR e-learning courses.
Global HR: Competency
Management Overview

This course explores the Competency Management feature of Global HR. It
focuses on how the qualifications defined in Competency Management are used
in Talent Management applications. It is the sixth in a series of Global HR elearning courses.

0.5

Global HR: Analytics Overview

This course explores the advantages of creating analytic reports to get visibility
into critical organization functions. It focuses on use of data marts and the reports
available in HCM applications. It is the seventh in a series of Global HR e-learning
courses.

0.5

Lawson: Using Global Human
Resources - See it, Try it

This collection of 19 simulations covers how to set up organization and resource
data. These simulations are for version 10.2 and all previous versions. Users who
require more in-depth learning can register for the instructor-led training course,
Lawson: Using Global Human Resources.

1.75

Talent Management
Course Name

Description

Lawson: Rich Client Introduction

This course introduces and demonstrates how to use the Rich Client user
interface to access the Landmark and Talent Management applications, forms,
perform actions on the forms and tailor the user experience.

Talent Management:
Introduction

This course provides an overview of the six applications that are part of the Talent
Management suite, focusing on setup requirements and supported processes.
Learners can select which applications to explore. It is the first in a series of
Talent Management Introduction e-learning courses.

Lawson: Using Talent
Acquisition - See it, Try it

Lawson: Using Goal and
Performance Management - See
it, Try it
Lawson: Using Talent
Management Actions

This collection of 11 simulations covers planning, integration factors, and set-up of
Talent Acquisition components such as codes, templates, assessments and
configuration of internal and external recruitment processes. These simulations
are for version 10.2 and all previous versions. Users who require more in-depth
learning can register for the instructor-led training course, Lawson: Using Talent
Acquisition.
This collection of 7 simulations covers the information and practice needed to
successfully set up and manage goals, and implement and use performance
appraisals. These simulations are for Goal and Performance Management version
10.2 and all previous versions. Users who require more in-depth learning can
register for the instructor-led training course, Lawson: Using Goal and
Performance Management.
Learn about the different types of actions available to update employee data and
the key setup and processing for each type.

Lawson: Using Talent
Management Conversion
Programs

Describes Talent Management data conversion process, methods, and tools.

Lawson: Using Talent
Management Reporting

Learn about the primary reporting options for Talent Management data.

Hours
0.75

1

1

0.75

1.25
0.5
1

Talent Science
Course Name

Description

Talent Science: Quick Helps
Overview

These quick help trainings walk a user through basic functionalities, such as how
to invite candidates, move a candidate through a workflow, and more.

Hours
0.25

Human Resource Management
Course Name

Description

Lawson: Human Resource
Management Overview

This course provides a description of the component products that make up
Lawson Human Resource Management and highlights the key benefits of the
solution.

Hours
0.5

This set of five courses explores the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Together these
courses provide you with a foundation to help you meet ACA requirements, using
functionality that has been built into the Benefits Administration application. They
are:
• Lawson HRM: Affordable Care Act Reporting 01 – Introduction (45 min): Explores
the effects of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) on an organization's IRS reporting
requirements and how changes to the Benefits Administration application support
an organization's ability to collect, process, and report on ACA data.

Lawson HRM: Affordable Care
Act Reporting 2015

• Lawson HRM: Affordable Care Act Reporting 02 - Setting Up Preliminary
Parameters (30 min): Explores initial setup tasks, including setting ACA
parameters, setting up an ACA reporting structure, and setting health plan
parameters.
3
• Lawson HRM: Affordable Care Act Reporting 03 - Data Collection (30 min):
Explores the process of collecting ACA offers and hours data, including compiling
past offers and hours data for analysis, importing offers and hours data, and
inquiring on employee offers and hours data.
• Lawson HRM: Affordable Care Act Reporting 04 - Measurement Assessment (30
min): Explores the ACA Measurement Assessment process, including setting up
initial measurement parameters, updating employee ACA measurement
assessment dates, inquiring on employee measurement assessment data, and
importing data for ACA regulatory reporting.
• Lawson HRM: Affordable Care Act 05 - Year-End Reporting (45 min): Explores
the process completing year-end reporting, including completing 1095-C forms for
distribution to employees and the XML files for transmittal to the IRS.

Lawson: Using Benefits
Automation Programs

Learn about the benefit update programs which result in updates to employee
benefit enrollment and (when applicable) payroll deductions.

0.75

Lawson: Using Benefits
Automation Rules

Learn the set-up of Add, Change and Termination Rules used in the Benefit
Application to automate the process of updating employee benefit enrollments.

0.25

Lawson: Using Benefits
Enrollment Methods

Learn to perform manual benefit entry, web benefit entry, and mass updates to
employee benefit enrollments.

0.5

Lawson: Processing and
Maintaining Flex Benefits

Learn how to process and maintain flex benefits. Topics include flex set-up, flex
enrollment, benefits enrollment, flex periods, mid-year changes, automated
updates, and starting a new flex year.

0.75

Lawson: Using Domestic Partner
Benefits

Learn how to set up and manage Domestic Partner Benefits.

0.5

Lawson: Using HIPAA 820 and
834 Transaction Sets

Learn about the set-up and benefits enrollment and processing forms used to
meet HIPAA requirements.

0.5

Lawson: Using Absence
Management to Track Leave of
Absence

Learn to accurately track key dates and events associated with leaves of
absence.

1

Lawson: Absence Management
- Basics

Absence Management - Basic is a 1-hour course for Consultants (Application,
Business, Support), Managers (Client Account, Implementation, Project), and
Project Leads. Attendees will receive a high-level overview on how to set up a
basic plan and follow the plan through the processing functionality.

1

Lawson: Absence Management
- Advanced

Absence Management - Advanced is a 1-hour course for Consultants (Application,
Business, Support), Project Leads, and Project Managers. Attendees will learn

1

Leave of Absence tracking transfers and managing up-front allotments, as well as
reports and purging functions.
Lawson: Automating Your
Absence Management
Processes

Automating Your Absence Management Processes is a 90-minute course for
customers who work with Infor Human Resource Benefits and Payroll applications.
Attendees will discover the best practices for processing changes and
incorporating those into their weekly or semi-weekly updates.

1.5

Lawson: Setting Up Position
Management in Personnel
Administration

Upon completion of this course, you will learn how to set up and maintain Position
Rules, Position Codes and Position Budgets to allow you to better track your
employee budgets within the Human Resources Application.

1

Lawson: Using Position Rules

This course explains position rules, defines the options for each form field, and
identifies the resulting impact of these options.

0.25

Lawson HRM: Personnel Actions
Introduction

This course will demonstrate how to upload mass personnel actions using the
Lawson Microsoft Excel Upload Wizard. You will learn how to bypass the "inquire
first" requirement on a form as well as how to get around various warnings and
soft edits you might receive during the upload process.

0.5

Lawson HRM: Using Employee
History

This course provides an overview of how employee history is created, stored,
viewed, and corrected or purged as necessary.

0.5

Lawson: Tracking Applicants

Tracking Applicants is a 45-minute course for Consultants and Project Managers.
Attendees will learn the functionality in the Personnel Administration application
that enables recruiters to track applicants, openings, and hires.

0.75

Lawson: Tracking Competency

Tracking Competency is a 24-minute course for Consultants and Business
Analysts. Attendees will learn how to track the skills, knowledge, and abilities
(commonly referred to as KSA's) possessed by these individuals, as well as the
qualifications for specific jobs or positions in the organization.

0.5

Lawson: Using Step and Grade
Schedules

This course defines the basics of Step and Grade schedules and the business
scenarios in which they are typically used.

0.5

Lawson: Using ProcessFlow and
HR

This course provides an introduction and overview to the ProcessFlow product,
which is a powerful and flexible tool for automating workflow processes, with
focus on Human Resourcses related examples. This course includes information
about the designer tool, which is the ProcessFlow Designer Built on Eclipse.

0.75

Lawson: Purging HR Suite Data

Purging HR Suite Data is a half-hour course for Consultants. Attendees will learn
about key purging programs delivered by Lawson.

0.5

Lawson: Using Human
Resources Conversion
Programs

Using Human Resources Conversion Programs is a 35-minute course for
consultants and business analysts. Attendees will learn about processing and
troubleshooting conversions in the Lawson HRM suite.

0.5

Lawson: Using BSI TaxFactory
Advanced

Attendees will explore the more advanced tools and features provided by the BSI
product.

0.5

Lawson: Using U.S. Garnishment
Processing

This course demonstrates the necessary set up needed to accurately process
U.S. Garnishments in Infor Human Resource and Payroll applications.

Lawson HRM: Payroll Year-End
Reporting 01 - Preparing for
Year-End Reporting

This course explores the process of ensuring that payroll and deduction data is
accurate and ready for processing of W-2 and 1099 IRS forms. You will learn how
to use Payroll forms to look for and adjust for errors and discrepancies in
employer and employee payroll data. It is the first of two courses focusing on
processes for the US. It requires about 45 minutes to complete. The two courses
in this series should be completed in order.

0.75

Lawson HRM: Payroll Year-End
Reporting 02 - Processing YearEnd Payroll

This course explores the process of closing payroll for the year, preparing payroll
for the new year, and processing W-2 and 1099 forms. It is the second of two
courses focusing on processes for the US. It requires about 45 minutes to
complete. The two courses in this series should be completed in order.

0.75

Lawson HRM: Canadian Payroll
Year-End Reporting 01 Preparing for Year-End
Reporting

This course explores the process of ensuring that payroll and deduction data is
accurate and ready for processing of T4, T4A, and Relevé slips. You will learn
how to use Payroll forms to look for and adjust for errors and discrepancies in
employer and employee payroll data. It is the first of two courses focusing on

0.75

1

processes for Canada. It requires about 45 minutes to complete. The two
courses in this series should be completed in order.
Lawson HRM: Canadian Payroll
Year-End Reporting 02 Processing Year-End Payroll

This course explores the process of closing payroll for the year, preparing payroll
for the new year, and processing T4, T4A, and Relevé slips. It is the second of two
courses focusing on processes for Canada. It requires about 45 minutes to
complete. The two courses in this series should be completed in order.

0.75

Lawson: Getting Started with BSI
Setup

Getting Started with BSI Setup is a 60-minute course for customers who work with
Infor Human Resource and Payroll applications. Attendees will learn tax factory
and the requirements needed to automate tax deduction assignment.

1

Lawson: Processing Manual
Payments

Processing Manual Payments in is a 40-minute course for Consultants and
Business Analysts. Attendees will learn basic procedures for processing manual
payments using the core Manual Payment (PR80.1) functionality.

0.75

Lawson: Balancing
Unemployment and Payroll

Balancing Unemployment and Payroll is a 27-minute course for Consultants,
Managers, System Administrators, Partners, and Clients. Attendees will learn
about various unemployment reports, continuation forms, BSI set-up, and payroll
balancing.

0.5

Lawson: Using Direct Deposit
Tape (U.S.)

Direct Deposit Tape (U.S.) examines the tape file created by Payment Print (PR160)
to clarify its content and layout.

0.25

Lawson: Using the Payroll Accounts Payable Interface

Using the Payroll-Accounts Payable Interface is a 27-minute course for
Consultants and Business Analysts. Attendees will learn the key setup and
processing steps to successfully utilize this interface.

0.5

Technology, Process, and Performance Management
System Foundation
Course Name

Description

Hours

Lawson: Getting Started with
Portal

Attendees will view an overview of the Infor Lawson Portal, including the following
topics: Look and feel of the Infor Lawson Portal home page; Working with Lawson
Application Form and Infor Lawson Drill Around® Technology; Managing
Subscriptions and User Portal Options; Portal Help and Search capabilities;
Running batch jobs; Viewing and Printing Reports.

0.5

Lawson: Introduction to Smart
Office

Learn the purpose, benefits, and functionality of Smart Office. The course covers
navigation and personalization of the Smart Office interface, as well as its use as a
tool for increasing efficiency in querying. This training is for version(s): 10.1.1 and all
previous versions.

1

Lawson: Administering Smart
Office - See it, Try it

This collection of 13 simulations covers the fundamentals of the use and
administration of Smart Office. It provides Lawson Smart Office administrators with
task demonstration and hands-on practice for effective implementation and
maintenance of common tasks and administration activities in Smart Office. These
simulations are for version 10.x and all previous versions. Users who require more
in-depth learning can register for the instructor-led training course, Lawson:
Administering Smart Office.

1.25

Lawson: System Foundation
Differences 9.x-10.x See it, Try it

This collection of 8 simulations allows Lawson system administrators to "See it, Try
it" through exploring topics such as Infor Security Services, Infor Ming.le,
Federated systems, Mashup Designer, and LifeCycle Manager in Lawson v10.x.
Users who require more in-depth learning can register for the instructor-led
training course, Lawson: System Foundation Differences 9.x - 10.x.

0.75

Lawson: Administering System
Foundation for Windows See it, Try it

This collection of 41 simulations covers how to effectively implement and maintain
Lawson on a Windows platform. Users who require more in-depth learning can
register for the instructor-led training course, Lawson: v10 Administering System
Foundation for Windows.

3.5

Lawson: Accessing Lawson
Data

This collection of 39 simulations covers how to effectively implement and maintain
Lawson on a UNIX platform. These simulations are for version 10.x. Users who
require more in-depth learning can register for the instructor-led training course,
Lawson: v10 Administering System Foundation for UNIX.
This collection of 16 simulations helps Lawson system administrators create,
provision, edit and disable Landmark users in Infor Rich Client and the ISS
Administrator tool. Simulation topics also include how to grant access to Infor
Lawson Add-ins for Microsoft Office, monitor users, use Lawson and Landmark
Security Reports, add and modify groups and users in Infor Lawson Mobile Supply
Chain Management, and grant user access to the Lawson Business Intelligence
dashboard. Users who require more in-depth learning can register for the
instructor-led training course, Lawson: User Administration.
Explore tools available to reference database tables, field names, field
description, system codes, and relationships.

Lawson: Copying a Productline
in System Foundation
Technology

Copying a Productline in System Foundation Technology is a 30-minute course
for Lawson System Administrators. Attendees will learn how to copy a productline.

0.5

Lawson: Using Data Structure
for Programmers &
Report/Query Specialists

This course provides the conceptual information needed to define an effective
Lawson-style database and develop effective reports and queries against Lawson
business data.

0.5

Lawson: Using Lawson
Application 9.0.1 Data Promotion
Programs

Lawson Application 9.0.1 Data Promotion Programs is a 20-minute course for
Consultants (Application, Business, IS, Support, Technical), Managers (Client
Account, Implementation, Project), Business Analysts, and Programmers.
Attendees will learn how the Lawson Application data is promoted from release
9.0.0 to 9.0.1 during the installation process.

0.25

Lawson: Using the Data
Dictionary

Using the Data Dictionary is a 41-minute course for Consultants and System
Administrators. Attendees will learn how modifications made to the database
schema are propagated to the Lawson data dictionary and resulting changes to
data dictionary status.

0.75

Lawson: Using the GEN
Database

Using the GEN Database is a 1-hour course for Consultants, Programmers,
Developers, Lawson Environment Administrators, and Database Administrators.
Attendees will learn the various kinds of data stored in the Lawson GEN database
repository and where it comes from.

Lawson: Setting up Microsoft
ADFS v2.0 in High Availability
Mode

This session will provide the audience information and the steps necessary to
install and configure Microsoft ADFS v 2.0 in High Availability Mode.

0.75

Lawson: Integrating Infor
Products with Microsoft ADFS
Using Azure AD

This session will provide the audience information and the steps necessary to
integrate Infor products with Microsoft ADFS using Azure AD as Identity Provider.

0.5

Lawson: Integrating Infor
Products with Microsoft ADFS
Using CA SiteMinder

This session will provide the audience information and the steps necessary to
integrate Infor products with Microsoft ADFS using CA SiteMinder (CA Single Sign
On) as Identity Provider.

0.5

Lawson: Integrating Infor
Products with Microsoft ADFS
Using NetIQ Access Manager

This session will provide the audience information and the steps necessary to
integrate Infor products with Microsoft ADFS using NetIQ Access Manager as
Identity Provider.

0.5

Lawson: Integrating Infor
Products with Microsoft ADFS
Using Okta

This session will provide the audience information and the steps necessary to
integrate Infor products with Microsoft ADFS using Okta as Identity Provider.

0.5

Lawson: Integrating Infor
Products with Microsoft ADFS
Using OneLogin

This session will provide the audience information and the steps necessary to
integrate Infor products with Microsoft ADFS using OneLogin as Identity Provider.

0.5

Lawson: Integrating Infor
Products with Microsoft ADFS
Using PingFederate

This session will provide the audience information and the steps necessary to
integrate Infor products with Microsoft ADFS using PingFederate as Identity
Provider.

0.5

Lawson: Administering System
Foundation for UNIX - See it, Try
it

Lawson: User Administration See it, Try it

3.25

1.5

0.5

1

Lawson: Administering Security See it, Try it

Lawson: Creating Advanced
Security Rules - See it, Try it

Lawson: Security Introduction

This collection of 7 simulations covers how to set up security roles, classes,
profiles, and rules; how to grant access to data sources, forms, and files; and how
to secure printers, job queues, environment services, reports, users, and security.
This training is applicable for the Infor Lawson Security version 10.x. Users who
require more in-depth learning can register for the instructor-led training course,
Lawson: v10 Administering Security.
This collection of 7 simulations covers advanced security for the Infor Lawson
System Foundation (LSF) environment. Users who require more in-depth learning
can register for the instructor-led training course, Lawson: Creating Advanced
Security Rules.
Provides an overview of the Lawson Security authorization engine, shows
examples of creating rules, and demonstrates how to start preparing an
organization to create rules-based security policies that can be implemented in
Lawson Security 9 architecture.

0.75

0.75

0.5

Lawson: Implementing Lawson
Security

Explains how to implement Lawson Security on 9.0 Technology.

Lawson: Setting Up LAUA Users
and Groups

Setting Up LAUA Users and Groups is a 45-minute course for Lawson System
Administrators and Lawson Security Administrators. Attendees will learn the
details on how to set up the user on Lawson Technology using LAUA.

Lawson: Maximizing
Performance in Lawson System
Foundation

This course provides an overview of the best practices for maximizing
performance at the Client, Browser, Environment, and Infrastructure Tiers and also
offers a variety of troubleshooting tips.

1

Lawson: Maximizing
Performance in Landmark
Foundation

This course provides information on configuring Landmark Grid, Appserver, and
the Database to maximize stability, operational responsiveness, and resource
efficiency.

1

Lawson: Maximizing
Performance in Mobile Supply
Chain Management

This course provides information on configuring the product and the related
applications to maximize stability, operational responsiveness, and resource
efficiency of the MSCM/SIM/POU Products.

0.5

Lawson: Setting Up Internet
Facing Employee and Manager
Self-Service

Learn how to set up and configure Infor Lawson Employee and Manager SelfService (EMSS) for the web, to provide self-service access without the need for
VPN. Topics include proper infrastructure and servers, how to mitigate security
risks, and customer responsibilities for deployment.

0.5

Lawson: Using Mobile Apps for
LSF

This course covers the purpose and procedures for the administration of Lawson
technology mobile apps for LSF. This training is for version(s): Lawson 10.x.x and
all previous versions.

0.5

Lawson: Using Mobile Apps for
Mobile Supply Chain
Management

This course covers the purpose and procedures for the administration of Infor
Lawson technology mobile apps for Infor Lawson Mobile Supply Chain
Management (MSCM). This training is for version(s): Infor Lawson 10.x.x and up.

0.5

1
0.75

Landmark
Course Name

Description

Hours

Lawson: Landmark Ontology
Introduction

Lawson Landmark applications, such as Talent Management, Strategic Sourcing,
and other current and future ones are built in a very different way from traditional
S3 and M3 products. This training provides an orientation to Landmark and its key
components for report developers, database administrators, and other technical
resources.

0.5

Lawson: Rich Client Introduction

This course introduces and demonstrates how to use the Rich Client user
interface to access the Landmark and Talent Management applications, forms,
perform actions on the forms and tailor the user experience.

0.75

Lawson: Configuration Console
Introduction

This course covers an overview of the Configuration Console for Infor Landmark
applications. This training is for version(s): Infor Landmark 10.x.x and all previous
versions.

1

Lawson: Administering Mobile
Apps for Infor Landmark

This course covers the purpose and procedures for the administration of Infor
Lawson technology mobile apps for Infor Landmark. This training is for version(s):
Infor Lawson 10.x.x and all previous versions.

0.5

Lawson: Administering
Landmark Foundation See it, Try it

This collection of 11 simulations covers the technical fundamentals needed for
understanding the Landmark system and applications, providing Landmark
administrators with guidance and hands-on practice on how to perform specific
tasks associated with effective implementation and maintenance of Landmark.
These simulations are for version 10.1. Users who require more in-depth learning
can register for the instructor-led training course, Lawson: Administering
Landmark Foundation.

1

Business Process Management
Course Name

Description

Hours

Lawson: Infor Process
Automation Introduction

This course covers a high level overview of Infor Process Automation, including
what it is, what it does, and how organizations will use it. This training is for
version(s): Infor Lawson 10.x.x and all previous versions.

1

Lawson: Creating Custom
Triggers for Process Automation

Learn how to create custom triggers for Process Automation, for both Infor
Landmark and Infor Lawson applications. This training is for version(s): 10.1.0 and
all previous versions.

1

Lawson: Using Infor Process
Automation Inbasket

Learn how to set up and use Inbasket in Infor Process Automation. This training is
for version(s): 10.1.1.x.

1

Lawson: Automating User
Creation with IPA from LSF

This course provides an overview of the automating user creation process with
Infor Process Automation (IPA) using LSF as the source.

0.5

Lawson: Automating User
Creation with IPA from
Landmark

This course provides an overview of the automating user creation process with
Infor Process Automation (IPA) using Landmark as the source.

0.5

Lawson: Automating User
Creation with IPA from Source
File

This course provides an overview of the automating user creation process with
Infor Process Automation (IPA) using Source File as the source.

0.25

Infor: Designing for Performance
with Infor Process Automation

This course covers process, server, and performance tuning for Infor Process
Automation. This training is for version 10.x.

1

Lawson: ProcessFlow - Basics

ProcessFlow Basics is a 1-hour course. Attendees will learn about the
ProcessFlow product features, components, functionality, and benefits.

1

Lawson: Using Microsoft Office
Add-Ins - Basic

This course explores advanced tricks and tips of Lawson Add-ins for Microsoft
Office.

Lawson: Introduction to Using
Microsoft Add-Ins Upload
Wizard

This course covers key uses of the Infor Lawson Upload Wizard, methods for
uploading data, and steps for uploading data. This training is for version(s): 10. x
and all previous versions.

1

Lawson: Using Microsoft Office
Add-Ins - Advanced

This course explores advanced techniques to upload and query Infor Lawson
data using Lawson Advanced MicrosoftOffice Add-Ins. This training is for
version(s): 10. x and all previous versions.

1

Lawson: Introduction to
Spreadsheet Designer for
Microsoft Excel

This eLearning course highlights the value and usage of Infor Lawson
Spreadsheet Designer. Use this tool to mass upload or change data in your
Landmark applications.

0.25

Lawson: Using Microsoft AddIns - See it, Try it

This collection of 19 simulations explores advanced tricks and tips of Infor Lawson
Add-ins for Microsoft Office. The simulations review the query and upload
wizards. Users who require more in-depth learning can register for the instructorled training course, Lawson: Using Microsoft Office Add-Ins.

1.75

0.25

Enterprise Performance Management
Course Name
Lawson: Using Supply Chain
Analytics - See it, Try it

Lawson: Scorecard Introduction
Lawson: Securing Data and
Reports in Enterprise Reporting

Description
This collection of 3 simulations steps learners through how to create a Stock
Transaction Report using the Inventory cube in Supply Chain Analytics, and how
to create two types of inventory reports. Users who require more in-depth
learning can register for the instructor-led training course, Lawson: Configuring
and Administering Supply Chain Analytics.
Scorecard Introduction is a 1-hour course for Consultants (Application, Business,
Support), Project Leads, Project Managers, and Business Analysts. Attendees will
learn the purpose and benefits of the Lawson Scorecard component of Lawson
Business Intelligence.
Securing Data and Reports in Enterprise Reporting is a 50-minute course that
describes the various ways in which data and reports are secured in Enterprise
Reporting.

Hours

0.25

1

1

Infor Technology Platform – Ming.le
Course Name

Description

Hours

Infor Ming.le: Enterprise
Overview

This course provides an overview of Infor Ming.le, as recorded from an
introductory conference call.

Infor Ming.le: Technical
Overview

The session contains all elements of Ming.le which are essential to using it in a
way which can benefit businesses. Covers topics such as workflows, alerts,
posts, connections, share and social objects. The session displays the both the
underlying settings and configurations as well as the finished result of these
configurations.

Infor Ming.le: Creating Stream
Templates in Infor Ming.le

This course will provide Ming.le end-users the necessary information to allow
them to create templates necessary for the use of the Stream feature in Infor
Ming.le.

0.75

Infor Ming.le: Using Streams in
Infor Ming.le

This course will provide end-users information on how to use the Steams
feature of the Infor Ming.le product.

0.5

Infor Ming.le: Cloud Edition Portal Overview for End Users

In this session end users will be provided with an overview of the functionality
available in the new Infor Ming.le Portal for Cloud Edition.

0.25

Infor Ming.le: Cloud Edition Portal Overview for
Administrators

In this session tenant administrator users will be provided with an overview of
the administrative level features available in the new Infor Ming.le Portal for
Cloud Edition.

0.5

Infor Ming.le: Cloud Edition User Management

This session will provide tenant administrator users with an overview of the Infor
Ming.le User Management Application which is used to provision and manage
users access to Infor Ming.le CE and other integrated Infor applications.

0.5

Infor Ming.le: Prerequisites for
Installing Infor Ming.le

This course describes what you need before installing Infor Ming.le.

0.25

Infor Ming.le: Installing Microsoft
SQL Server

This course demonstrates the steps to install Microsoft SQL Server as it is to be
configured to use with Infor Ming.le. This course is intended for advanced
and/or System Administrator level users.

0.5

Infor Ming.le: Installing Microsoft
SharePoint Foundation 2010

This course provides you with general concepts about Microsoft SharePoint. It
also provides step-by-step information on how to install SharePoint, apply
SharePoint service packs and patches, and install additional language support.
This course is intended for advanced and/or System Administration level users.

0.5

Infor Ming.le: Installing Infor
Ming.le Foundation with ADFS

This course demonstrates how to install Infor Ming.le Foundation on a server
with ADFS. You will prepare the server for installation, and install and configure
Infor Ming.le Foundation. This course is intended for advanced and/or System
Administrator level users.

1.25

0.75

2

Infor Ming.le: v12 Introducing Xi
Platform Overview

This course introduces the new features and functions of Infor Ming.le for the Xi
Platform release. At the end of this course students should be able to discuss
what is new about Infor Ming.le v12 including enhanced search capabilities,
workflow activity locator, contextual applications, streams, and home pages.

0.5

Infor Technology Platform – ION
Course Name

Description

Hours

ION: Introduction to the ION
Suite

The purpose of this course is to provide a general introduction to Infor ION. It
explains the goals of the product and includes an overview of the components,
such as ION Connect, ION Workflow and ION Event Management. This training is
applicable for Infor ION version 11.0.

0.5

ION: Introduction to ION
Connect

The purpose of this course is to provide a general introduction to Infor ION
Connect. It explains the goals and concepts of ION Connect, the available
connectors, and gives an overview of the modeling and management of ION
Connect using ION Desk. This training is applicable for Infor ION version 11.0.

0.5

ION: Introduction to ION
Workflow

The purpose of this course is to provide a general introduction to Infor ION
Workflow. It explains the goals and concepts of ION Workflow, gives an overview
of how to model and how to start a workflow and how to deal with user tasks and
notifications. This training is applicable for Infor ION version 11.0.

0.75

ION: Workflow Exit Points

The purpose of this course is to explain how to use workflow exit points in Infor
ION. It shows the background of workflow exit points and explains how to create
and use a workflow exit point. This training is applicable for Infor ION version 11.0.

0.5

ION: Desk Authorizations

The purpose of this course is to show how to set up authorizations for ION Desk,
which is the modeling and management tool for Infor ION. It explains the concepts
such as roles, profiles and permissions, and explains how to configure the
authorizations. This training is applicable for Infor ION version 11.0.

0.5

ION: CE - Using Enterprise
Connector

This training will familiarize you with the installation and configuration of the Infor
ION CE Enterprise Connector to enable integration between On Premises and
Cloud applications.

0.5

ION: v12 Introducing Xi Platform
Overview

This course introduces new features and functions of ION for the Xi Platform
release. At the end of this course students should be able to discuss what is new
about Infor ION v12 including the Xi menu, Document Flow, Mappings, Workflows
and OneView.

0.25

Infor Technology Platform – Business Vault
Course Name

Description

Hours

Infor Business Vault: Product
Overview

This session provides a general overview of Infor Infor Business Vault application
and navigation. It walks you through some of the key features included in the
Business Vault.

0.25

Infor Business Vault: BI
Solutions Overview from Source
to Analytics

This session provides a BI solutions overview from the source systems through
the ION Technology applications to Infor BI Analytics. It highlights the Infor
Business Vault filling the gaps between BODs and BI Analytics.

0.5

Infor Business Vault: v11.3 New
Release Features Overview

This session provides information on the new features and product changes for
release 11.3. This course is aimed towards customers upgrading from release 11.3
as well as new Business Vault customers.

0.5

Infor Business Vault: v11.3
Installing and Configuring
Business Vault

This course walks you through a basic installation of Infor Business Vault 11.3. It
also walks you through an upgrade of Business Vault to version 11.3. The course
provides additional tips on how to setup Business Vault security in Infor
Federation Services.

1.5

Infor Business Vault: Setting Up
Database Connections and
Models

This course explains how to set up database connections and models in Infor
Infor Business Vault.

0.5

Infor Business Vault: Operations

This course describes how to use Infor Business Vault in your day-to-day
operations, including theDocument Trace feature, data store management, the
Replays feature, and error management.

1

Infor Business Vault: Mapping
and Customizing BODs

This course provides a closer look at working with business object documents
(BODs), including: a BOD mapping overview, the BOD Mapping Generator Wizard,
localization of BOD mappings, understanding XPath constructs used by BOD
mappings, configuring specialized BOD mappings with keywords, and configuring
custom BODs.

1.75

Infor Business Vault: General
Troubleshooting

This course provides information on how to troubleshoot the Business Vault. You
will learn about the different types of Business Vault services available and how to
start and stop those services. You'll also learn the different types of Business
Vault logs avaiable and where to access those logs. The course will show you
where to access version information and review where to find additional
troubleshooting information.

0.25

Infor Business Vault: Setting up
Analytic Modeling

This is an introductory course on how to get started using analytic modeling in the
Business Vault. Understand at a high level the set-up steps to set up users with
IFS security roles for modeling, set up database connections with models, add or
import hierarchy, dimension and cube definitions and set up publication targets
for publishing to a target analysis application.

0.5

Infor Business Vault: Defining
Applications

This session provides instructions on applications, which are used to organize
content for analytic modeling hierarchies, dimensions, cubes and publications and
data warehouse content. You will learn how to set up and use applications.

0.25

Infor Business Vault: Defining
Standard Dimensions

This session provides instructions to define a standard dimension for use in multidimensional analysis cubes. You'll learn how to design a dimension, create
attributes, incorporate hierarchies for the dimension and define subsets.

0.75

Infor Business Vault: Defining
Preconfigured Dimensions

This session provides advanced instructions on how to set up and use
preconfigured dimensions. A preconfigured dimension is a special type of
dimension. Most of the settings are defined behindthescenes using stored
procedures and configurations set up in the Business Vault. The person using a
preconfigured dimension simply selects parameters to use for the dimension.

0.25

Infor Business Vault: Defining
Level-based Hierarchies

This session teaches you how to define a level-based hierarchy. You'll learn what
a level-based hierarchy is and how to set up levels, set up attributes and filter for
specific data. You'll learn how to set up special members to fill in the data gaps for
missing values and unknown values. You'll preview the hierarchy and create a
dimension from the hierarchy.

0.5

Infor Business Vault: Defining
Manual Hierarchies

This session teaches you how to define a manual hierarchy. You'll learn how to
set up the hierarchy structure, set up attributes and specify attribute values. You'll
add the hierarchy to a dimension and publish it to a target.

0.25

Infor Business Vault: Defining
Rule-based Hierarchies

This session teaches you how to define a rule-based hierarchy. You'll learn how
to set up the hierarchy structure, set up attributes and filter for specific data. You'll
learn how to assign lowest-level members to the hierarchy using direct
assignments or rules. You'll create a new dimension from the hierarchy.

0.5

Infor Business Vault: Defining
Cubes

This session teaches you how to define an analysis cube. Cubes provide a basis
for performing multi-dimensional analysis of business data (e.g, sales, finance,
production etc). Cube definitions are used to combine dimensions and measures
into a cube structure. You'll learn how to associate fact transactions with
dimensions. This course also provides a more in-depth look on how to build your
fact views. Fact views are a structured organization of transactions like sales
orders, invoices, and GL balances. Facts provide the quantitative values for
measure values and KPIs.

0.5

Infor Business Vault: Publishing
Dimensions and Cubes

This course shows you how to define, validate, publish dimension and cube
information to a target analysis application such as Infor BI OLAP Server. You’ll
define a publication definition that contains the set up instructions on what to
publish and where to publish. You’ll validate the publication to ensure that the

0.75

definitions and data are valid for the target application. Publications may be run
on-demand or on a schedule. You’ll learn how to view the status and results of a
validation or publication process using the publication monitor.
Infor Business Vault: Using
Properties and Maintaining
Custom Model Objects

This session provides information on how to use the properties pane and the
entities prompt in the definitions. The session includes information on how to
maintain custom model objects for property and entity aliases, custom properties,
custom entities and relationships that are stored in custom models.

1

Infor Business Vault: Defining
Range-based Hierarchies

This session teaches you how to define a manual hierarchy specifically for rangebased, or categorized, buckets. You'll learn how to set up the hierarchy structure,
set up a range attribute and specify range values. You'll add the hierarchy to a
dimension, incorporate the dimension in a cube and publish it to a target.

0.5

Infor Business Vault: Import and
Export Functionality

This course walks you through how to import and export hierarchy, dimension
and cube definitions and associated model objects. The primary purpose of the
import and export functionality is to copy definitions from one Infor Business Vault
to another.

0.25

Infor Business Vault: Modeling
Multi-Language Cubes and
Dimensions

This training provides instructions to set up and publish cubes, dimensions and
hierarchies in multiple languages. Learn how to set up the cubes, dimension and
hierarchy definitions to contain multi-lingual data. Learn how to configure
publication targets to publish data in multiple locales.

0.25

Infor Business Vault: Analytic
Modeling Troubleshooting

This course provides information on how to troubleshoot the analytic modeling
functions in the Business Vault. The course will cover what to do if an import
process fails. You will learn how to interpret the results of publication and
validation processes by reviewing the process report. You will learn how to
troubleshoot a failed publication.

0.5
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